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Grab your yarn and knitting needles and delve into this wonderful book from bestselling author, Sarah Keen. Sarah shows readers how to make adorable topsyturvy knitted dolls based on well-known and loved characters from fairy tales and
nursery rhymes. Each project in Topsy-Turvy Knitted Dolls has accessories or
extra characters to knit, providing plenty of play potential for children choosing to
recreate scenes from famous tales. There are 10 projects to make, providing
hours of fun for you creating them and many more for children playing with them.
From the editors of the popular Making Mathematics with Needlework, this book
presents projects that highlight the relationship between types of needlework and
mathematics. Chapters start with accessible overviews presenting the interplay
between mathematical concepts and craft expressions. Following sections
explain the mathematics in more detail, and provide suggestions for classroom
activities. Each chapter ends with specific crafting instructions. Types of
needlework included are knitting, crochet, needlepoint, cross-stitch, quilting,
temari balls, beading, tatting, and string art. Instructions are written as ordinary
patterns, so the formatting and language will be familiar to crafters.
Designer, author, teacher, and knitting celebrity Nicky Epstein has created a
stylish delight: 25 playful, fashion-forward patterns for 18-inch dolls. Nicky speaks
fondly of the dolls that inspired her designs and explains the techniques for
measuring a doll, adapting patterns, and choosing yarn and needles. The
adorable pieces range from classic to chic, and include everything from hats and
coats to dresses, skirts, tops, and pants—a tiny, complete wardrobe of Nicky
Epstein originals!
Stylish knitwear with a timeless appeal! Big city style meets classic design in this
gorgeous guide for the contemporary crafter! Inspired by 20th century
architectural elements, Urban Knit Collection offers 18 DIY projects for women
and men with a decidedly metropolitan vibe. From Art Deco- and stained glassinspired sweaters to the beaded Ritz Cowl and Skyscraper Hat, author Kyle
Kunnecke's innovative designs evoke the beauty of a cityscape in runway-worthy
knits that you can customize to reflect your personal style. Written for would-be
and longtime knitters alike, Kyle's detailed patterns include tutorials on a variety
of construction and finishing techniques, from locking floats and knitting on round
needles to reading charts and choosing yarn. Whether your style is uptown,
downtown, or somewhere in between, Urban Knit Collection has you covered!
Delight children and adults alike by creating a whole host of fun and fabulous
knitted characters from this latest book by best-selling author, Sarah Keen. Inside
you'll find 50 knitted dolls in costume and work attire, including graduates, a
doctor, fire-fighter, painter and decorator, ballerina, bride and groom, spaceman,
snowman, fitness enthusiast and hiker, to name just a few. All the projects are
made from DK yarn, which is easy to wash, durable and child-friendly. They are
perfect gifts for loved ones or as a treat to yourself.
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Best-selling author Sarah Keen shows readers how to make 10 adorable topsyturvy knitted dolls based on well-loved characters from fairy tales and nursery
rhymes.
Crochet both Disney princesses and villains in this charming kit! Get ready for a
grand adventure with finger-sized Disney princesses and villains! Crochet 10
characters for a full finger puppet cast! Ariel, Belle, Snow White, Jasmine, and
Aurora pair up with Ursula, Gaston, the Evil Queen, Jafar, and Maleficent to
make some very “handy” crochet gifts for your favorite fans! Step-by-step
directions and full-color photos in the 80-page instruction book help you make
sure every stitch is correct. The kit contains all the materials required to make
Ariel and Ursula, including yarn, stuffing, safety eyes, a crochet hook, and a
tapestry needle. Use up yarn from larger projects and keep your hands busy with
these charming characters!
Designing a Knitwear Collection is an essential and comprehensive overview of
the knitting design and development process.
Knitting buffs and crochet enthusiasts, stay cozy any time of the year with warm
mittens and snuggly socks—made by you! In Warm Mittens and Socks,
needlework queen Eva Trotzig shares her generous collection of tips, wisdom,
and, of course, patterns that are perfect for crafting comfy knits for the whole
family. Containing a colorful mix of styles, techniques, and projects, this is the
perfect guide for hands trained in the basics of knitting and crocheting. Discover
elaborate loops, delightful details, and patterns to make cold-weather clothes
playful and fun to knit, crochet, embroider, and wear. Now you too can turn
skeins of yarn and spools of thread into: Finger puppet baby mittens Reflective
mittens Rose patterns Fingerless accordion gloves Striped leg warmers Simple
socks And much more! From fancy to whimsical, floral print to stripes, Warm
Mittens and Socks is the best way to break out the yarn and keep warm all year
round.
A collection of twenty unique hand-knit designs from Weardowney features
detailed patterns, full-color photographs, and step-by-step instructions for an
array of one-of-a-kind cardigans, skirts, tunic dresses, sweaters, and tops.
Presents step-by-step instructions for creating twenty-four soft dolls, including
Margot, a topsy-turvy doll; Evelyn, an inchworm wearing glasses; and Koji, a
spiked monster.
One of the best known types of yarn, Icelandic wool or Lopi is used to make
sweaters that have a long-lasting and classic appeal. This 100% pure wool yarn
is lighter, warmer, and more water-resistant than yarns from elsewhere, as the
long-coated native Icelandic sheep have developed over time to ensure as much
protection as possible from the harsh northern climate, giving the wool its special
properties. With over sixty-five gorgeous designs, there are patterns for a range
of garments for the whole family—from variations on the traditional Icelandic
yoked sweaters to smaller projects such as wooly hats, socks, and scarves, to
stunning lacy garments and other more contemporary designs—all knit in different
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weights of Icelandic wool. For all of the patterns complete step-by-step
instructions are paired with easy-to-follow lace and color knitting charts, and all
the stitches, techniques, and abbreviations you need—including how to work twocolor knitting—and more are in the back. Beautifully photographed in Iceland and
created in collaboration with Iceland's largest wool manufacturer, Ístex, the book
includes a brief history on the emergence of the Icelandic Lopi sweater and the
Icelandic wool industry. Knitting with Icelandic Wool is an exceptional resource
for all knitters looking for new designs or traditional styles with a modern twist to
make in this uniquely lightweight bulky yarn known as Lopi.
Traditional knot and interlace patterns, combined to form uniquely striking
contemporary designs. Ever since her ground-breaking book Viking Patterns for
Knitting was published, Elsebeth Lavold has been recognized as one of the
world’s leading experts on cabling. It was within the pages of her international
bestseller—described as “an indispensable milestone in 20th century knitting
literature”—that Lavold first introduced the world to her own innovation: using
lifted increases to create interlace patterns, and bringing new life to the
ornamental heritage of the Vikings as adornment on modern knitwear. In the
years since, Lavold has sought new ideas and “design cousins” to Viking
patterns to explore with her needles, and has undertaken a fascinating journey
through archives, museums, libraries, and the internet. In more than a decade of
continued research, she has studied cultures from all over the globe in search of
similar types of ornamental expression, creating the foundation for this exciting
new book: a glorious collection rich in imagery, history, patterns, and designs.
Dozens of different sources of inspiration, catalogued and placed within their
cultural and historical context, from all around the world. Complete, step-by-step
instructions for an abundance of fresh and stunningly beautiful knit designs,
presented in the book with full-color photographs. Lavold’s own painstaking
analysis of a huge number of interlace motif types, displayed in both swatch and
chart form, to allow you to compose your own patterns based on her research.
Taking a global, multicultural, social, and economic perspective, this work
explores the diverse and colourful history of human attire. From prehistoric times
to the age of globalization, articles cover the evolution of clothing utility, style,
production, and commerce, including accessories (shoes, hats, gloves,
handbags, and jewellery) for men, women, and children. Dress for different
climates, occupations, recreational activities, religious observances, rites of
passages, and other human needs and purposes - from hunting and warfare to
sports and space exploration - are examined in depth and detail. Fashion and
design trends in diverse historical periods, regions and countries, and social and
ethnic groups constitute a major area of coverage, as does the evolution of
materials (from animal fur to textiles to synthetic fabrics) and production methods
(from sewing and weaving to industrial manufacturing and computer-aided
design). Dress as a reflection of social status, intellectual and artistic trends,
economic conditions, cultural exchange, and modern media marketing are
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recurring themes. Influential figures and institutions in fashion design, industry
and manufacturing, retail sales, production technologies, and related fields are
also covered.
Isobel Callaghan is struggling to make a career as a writer in Sydney. She is
isolated, poor and hungry, and fears she's going mad. Leaving her room in a
boarding house in search of food, she has a breakdown on the way to the corner
shop. Waking in hospital, Isobel learns that she will be confined to a sanatorium
in the Blue Mountains. There, among the motley assortment of patients, and with
the aid of great works of literature, she will confront the horrors of her past. But
can she find a way to face the future? Confronting and compassionate, profound
and funny, the second Isobel Callaghan novel is every bit as brilliant as its muchloved predecessor. It confirmed Amy Witting as one of the finest Australian
writers of her time. Amy Witting was born in Sydney in 1918. She attended
Sydney University, then taught French and English in state schools. Beginning
late in life she published six novels, including The Visit, I for Isobel, Isobel on the
Way to the Corner Shop and Maria's War; two collections of short stories; two
books of verse, Travel Diary and Beauty is the Straw; and her Collected Poems.
She had numerous poems and short stories published in magazines such as
Quadrant and the New Yorker. Her acclaimed short fiction is collected in the
volume Faces and Voices. Witting was awarded the 1993 Patrick White Prize.
Isobel on the way to the Corner Shop won the Age Book of the Year Award. Amy
Witting died in 2001. 'Her reflections on human nature are eloquently drawn,
intimate, compassionate and witty.' Australian Amy Witting is comparable to Jean
Rhys, but she has more starch, or vinegar. The effect is bracing.' New Yorker
'[Witting] lays bare with surgical precision the dynamics of families, sibling,
students in coffee shops, office coteries. One sometimes feels positively winded
with unsettling insights. There is something relentless, almost unnerving in her
anatomising of foibles, fears obsessions, private shame, the nature of loneliness,
the nature of panic.' Janette Turner Hospital 'A beautifully but unobtrusively
honed style, a marvellous ear for dialogue, a generous understanding of the
complex waywardness of men and women.' Andrew Riemer ‘Sparkling prose
and extraordinary ability to enter the minds of a wide variety of characters.' A
Reader's Guide to Australian Fiction ‘Quietly brilliant…Witting’s characterizations
are staggeringly sharp—it is hard to imagine a novel more keenly
observed—simultaneously heartbreaking and (subtly) hilarious, not because
they’re exaggerated, but because they are so unsettlingly, overwhelmingly
true…A compassionate masterpiece.’ STARRED Review, Kirkus
The World of Knitting Right at Your Fingertips More than a how-to book, A
Passion for Knitting goes beyond teaching the craft and introduces readers to the
culture of knitting. In Part I, you'll find fully illustrated instructions for learning
stitches and mastering technique, presented with unprecedented clarity. They're
so simple that you really can learn without a teacher. With this book in hand -and no prior experience -- you will be able to knit a gorgeous sweater, scarf, or
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throw. Next, Part II welcomes new knitters to the worldwide knitting community,
exploring the myriad benefits this popular craft has to offer. This section, unique
among all other guides, invites readers to Tap into the power of knitting as a
means of reducing stress and expressing creativity Meet the design "gurus" and
other stars of the knitting world Discover opportunities for fellowship and
networking with other knitters in clubs, conventions, and unique cultural fiber
tours to countries ranging from England to Peru Use their knitting skills to
meaningfully support charities Learn about the fashion trends in knitting from
Trisha Malcolm, editor in chief of Vogue Knitting
Knitting with Icelandic WoolSt. Martin's Griffin
Knitting has long been celebrated as a therapeutic and creative experience, which can
produce many unique and eye-catching items. In Hand Knits for the Home and Garden,
experienced designer Alison Dupernex shares the secrets of how to work with the
head, heart and hand in tune, combining stitch choices, colour, material and skilful
execution into one design. This beautiful book of projects offers an extensive collection
of patterns for domestic furnishings and household items. With practical advice and
further ideas for each project, it can be used as both a tutorial and a catalyst for
developing individual style and original pieces of work. Supported by over 150 colour
illustrations, this detailed guide offers finishing techniques and includes over 40
patterns for cushions, throws, pots, lampshades, rugs and other fun projects such as
covers for hot water bottles and deck chairs. Written for dedicated hobby knitters and
professional knitters.The patterns include cushions, throws, pots, lampshades, rugs,
deck chair covers and cards. Each project is supported by colour illustrations - there are
164 in total. Alison Dupernex is an experienced designer and her patterns have been
widely published by magazines.
Design your own crazy critters with this amazing book of mix-and-match crochet
patterns. Choose the body parts that take your fancy from our extensive selection and
use your favourite colours. Add stripes, spots or scales, and then turn to the sew-on
extras section to select hair, eyes, horns, wings or tails... The flippable pages make it
easy for you to follow the patterns in any combination. With 30 heads, one basic body,
and 30 different pairs of arms and legs, projects are crocheted in one go from the top
down. With step-by-step instructions for all the basic crochet techniques that are
needed, this is perfect for beginners. In addition to the flip pattern pages, there are 30
pages of colour photography showing a selection of finished creatures to inspire you.
“Susan has placed the history of knitting within the context of American history, so we
can clearly see how knitting is intertwined with such subjects as geography, migration,
politics, economics, female emancipation, and evolving social mores. She has traced
how a melting pot of knitting traditions found their way into American culture via vast
waves of immigration, expanded opportunity for travel, and technology.” —Melanie
Falick This is the history that Knitting America celebrates. Beautifully illustrated with
vintage pattern booklets, posters, postcards, black-and-white historical photographs,
and contemporary color photographs of knitted pieces in private collections and in
museums, this book is an exquisite view of America through the handiwork of its
knitters.
Excellent guide for all skill levels explains how to tat 40 distinctive snowflake designs.
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Easy instructions, supplemented by 40 photos, explain how to create ornaments,
centerpieces, and other artworks suitable for framing.
DIVIcelandic Handknits:25 Heirloom Techniques and Projects is a rich and varied
collection of patterns for folk mittens, socks, scarves, hats, wrist warmers, sweaters,
shoe inserts, and more, all inspired by traditional handknitted artifactsfrom the Textile
Museum in BlÃ¶nduÃ³s, Iceland. Iceland boasts a rich heritage of knitting; thanks in
equal parts to the islandâ€™s special wool, the harsh climate, and the need to battle the
elements, Icelandic knitters have developed unique traditions of needlework techniques
and handknit styles. In the pages of this book, renowned Icelandic knitwear designer
HÃ©lÃ¨ne MagnÃ¹sson delivers an array of beautiful patterns that reflect the depth of
the countryâ€™sknitting traditions. Youâ€™ll appreciate the fully illustrated techniques
section, the ample color photographs, and the detailed list of resources for Icelandic
and Scandinavian knitting. More than just a book of knitting, this book is infused with
bits of Icelandic folklore and culture, vintage photographs, and classic Icelandic recipes.
MagnÃ¹ssonbelieves that the best way to preserve traditions is to continue using them,
giving them new life. And with this definitive collection of patterns, she has done just
that./div
Susan B. Anderson's fifth book--her most enchanting yet--turns the spotlight on
"reversibles": knitted projects that are two toys in one. This collection of a dozen
delightful toys features a dog in a doghouse, a chrysalis with a fluttery surprise inside, a
tiny hidden fairy, a vintage toy with a fabled theme to boot, pigs in a blanket, and much
more. The adorable photographic sequences and the playful and energetic line
drawings show how each finished reversible can be turned inside out to reveal its
companion toy. Projects are arranged in order from simplest (fine for a beginner) to the
most challenging. Finally, the book features tutorials from the author (a great knitting
teacher), explaining special techniques: how to apply any applique, how to do the stem
stitch, how to embroider "eyes" on the Bunny and Lamb, and 14 more. It all adds up to
the best knitting book of the season.
Provides in-depth information on shaping and fitting, working with color and graphics,
using dressmaker details, and finishing techniques, and includes instructions for sixteen
garments
A revised and updated edition of a popular classic primer shares comprehensive guidelines for
beginning and experienced knitters that demonstrate how to approach a full range of
techniques, incorporating into the new edition the author's broadened insights from the past 25
years.
At an early age, BillyBoy* chose two mentors: Bugs Bunny and Elsa Schiaparelli. From Bugs
Bunny, he learned the basics of how to behave in society and how to manage life’s wicked
turns; to be coy, smart, witty, and to always dress appropriately with the assurance of Beau
Brummell. But most of all, his cartoon mentor taught him a lighthearted approach to life, and an
entertaining charm that is to personality what humor is to good conversation. From
Schiaparelli, who he discovered at age fourteen through a very strange hat in a Paris flea
market, he learned the meanings of love and art. His human mentor opened doors that he
“never even dreamed existed,” as the title character says to her nephew in Auntie Mame. As
Schiap turned into a genuine passion, she became a golden thread that led to all sorts of
discoveries, encounters, and inspirations over the next forty years. A wealthy orphan with a
glamorous but complicated background, BillyBoy* adopted the legendary designer as a
guardian angel of sorts, and has spent a lifetime searching for her, through her clothes.
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Inspired by Shocking Life, Schiaparelli's own memoir, FROCKING LIFE will resonate with
anyone who loves fashion and flamboyant storytelling. Built around some of the most iconic
pieces ever created by the designer, this book is about endless discoveries, and the meaning
that can be transmitted, across decades, by a simple piece of clothing. Peopled by dazzling
characters from Schiaparelli's own inner circle and the worlds of art and fashion— Saint
Laurent, Vreeland, Warhol to name a few—this is a scintillating yet profound homage to a
woman who saw life as art, and inspired a young boy to do the same. BillyBoy* has always
been a strange fruit and it must be said, not everyone could have a bite of it. The press adored
him since he was, as author Edmund White wrote, “good copy.” In fact, his thrilling journey
through fashion, culture, and art are deeply tied to what he wore for each occasion. One day, it
is a skintight silver lamé studded outfit by Nudie Cohen (the designer of Elvis Presley’s
elaborate ensembles), which was originally made for David Cassidy. For a tea with the Begum
Aga Khan at the Ritz, he played the part of the dandy in a conservative suit with impeccable
tie, topped by a Vivienne Westwood/Malcolm McClaren Buffalo hat adorned with a silk lettuce
leaf. For an interview at home with German Vogue, he transformed into a sex kitten in hot
pants and an Yves Saint Laurent sheer blouse. This book is both BillyBoy*'s personal story of
his intense spiritual and metaphysical journey through life, and also his authoritative insight into
the life and work of Elsa Schiaparelli who became such an influence on him. As an historian
and collector, his close examination of the milieu of European and American, Scandinavian
and Asian high fashion and his detailed research into Schiaparelli's haute couture seasonal
collections (and her vast number of licensed fashion and accessories) will appeal not only to
fashionistas and haute couture devotees and collectors. It explores their relationship to her era,
through the many friendships and relationships with the iconic people in fashion he forged over
four decades. Anecdotes of varied stars in all aspects of culture will interest those who study
20th-century art and history.
These crochet characters are worth melting for!Do you want to crochet a snowman? How
about Elsa and Anna's patterns, too?A great book on frozen crochet - easy Elsa anna, Olaf,
Sven, ... amigurumi with step-by-step instructions and full-color photos. Let it go and create all
cuddly characters from the Frozen Tundra.The Queen of Cold and all her friends will make
great Frozen dolls and Disney princess crochet gifts or adorable additions to your own
collection. For the first time in forever, let these characters melt your heart.Don't hesitate! Take
the materials you need - crochet Disney kit and crochet these frozen 1 dolls and frozen 2 anna
dolls
Provides instructions on the basics of knitting and includes a variety of patterns to create such
items as a scarf, a purse, an iPod case, a cell phone pouch, and pom-poms.
Contains approximately two hundred alphabetized, cross-referenced entries on clothing and
fashion, covering such disciplines as fashion design, anthropology, sociology, business,
history, and art history. This volume covers O-Z.
Clothing and fashion accessories can serve as valuable primary sources for learning about our
history. This unique book examines daily life in twentieth-century America through the lens of
fashion and clothing. • Provides readers with an understanding of American history through
artifacts of clothing • Offers readers the option to read self-contained entries individually or in
chronological order for a unique perspective of a given decade from multiple points of view •
Shows how clothing can be used as an educational tool to understand the real-life experiences
of peoples of the past • Presents hard facts and information on complex topics like war and
politics, as well as entertainment histories • Ties large historical events and movements to
individuals living in those times, both famous and "everyday"
These crochet characters are worth melting for! Do you want to crochet a snowman? How
about Elsa and Anna's patterns, too? A great book on frozen crochet - easy Elsa anna, Olaf,
Sven, ... amigurumi with step-by-step instructions and full-color photos. Let it go and create all
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cuddly characters from the Frozen Tundra. The Queen of Cold and all her friends will make
great Frozen dolls and Disney princess crochet gifts or adorable additions to your own
collection. For the first time in forever, let these characters melt your heart. Don't hesitate! Take
the materials you need - crochet Disney kit and crochet these frozen 1 dolls and frozen 2 anna
dolls.
Discover traditional northern European knitting techniques to create modern garments. Lucinda
Guy follows up her recent successes with another exploration of northern European knitting,
this time expanding to include Nordic, Baltic, and Scandinavian heritage knitting traditions. This
latest collection includes full-sized garments as well as accessories for women, men, children,
and home and contains 20 pieces total. First Frost: Cozy Folk Knitting celebrates all that is
wonderful about decorative folk knitting. As essential everyday wear for anyone living and
working in the harsh, cold climates of the North, folk knits could range from the simple and
utilitarian to textural, braided, tasseled, and exuberantly colored and patterned knits reserved
only for special occasions and celebrations. Lucinda turns historic knitting traditions into
everyday wear that is folk-inspired but never costumey and brings heritage knitting techniques
to a modern audience.

The author has brought together her favourite weaving patterns using four, six and
eight shafts. Projects are suitable for all levels of weaving experience, with many
patterns sourced from archival materials from local museums.
Iconic fairy-tale characters from storybooks, movies, and television inspire this
collection of magical knitting patterns perfect for modern knights, villains, and
princesses. Once again, Genevieve Miller taps a wide range of contributors (from
knitwear designers to students) to create a collection of 28 wearables, accessories, and
toys that can be knit for adults or kids. Inspired by the recent resurgence of fairy-tale
and fantasy characters, these projects draw from classic stories as well as pop-culture
phenomena featuring romantic, feminine costumes. Projects range from kid- and teenfriendly animals hats to an Alice in Wonderland beret to a crystal-embellished vest fit for
a Snow Queen, adding a little dress-up fun to knitters' everyday wardrobes.
Contains easy-to-follow instructions for making over 50 knitted toys in a selection of
colours, ranging from tiny toys that take no time to knit to a large pair of dolls with sets
of removable clothing. Only basic knitting skills are required.
Includes Part 1, Number 1: Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and Contributions
to Periodicals (January - June)
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